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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Pollock, Sarah.  
Title: Sarah Pollock letter, 1892  
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 300  
Extent: 0.01 cubic ft. (1 folder)  
Abstract: Contains one letter in which Sarah Pollock relates a story attributed to "Miss McCornack of the Zulu Mission."  
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Collection Description

Scope and Content Note  
This mimeographed letter, addressed from Sarah Pollock to "Dear Coral Workers," is dated March 1892. It is titled "MARCH LETTER" and was sent from 59 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois. In the letter, Pollock relates a story attributed to "Miss McCornack of the Zulu Mission." The story is of an African who converted to Christianity after a Christian gave him a testament.
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